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Gilligan, Taft lead Ohio races
By The Associated Press
Republican Robert Taft Jr. and
Democrat John Gilligan appeared to be

headed tor victory early today in their
bids for Ohio's U.S. Senate seat and
Governor's chair.
CBS News gave Taft the victory over
challenger Howard Metzenbaum at 12: IS
a.m. today, after the two had been locked
in a tight battle for most of last evening.
Gilligan, on the other hand, jumped
out to an early lead, and claimed victory
shortly after 10 p.m. last night.
Republican Roger Cloud conceded the
governor's race 45 minutes later. Cloud,
60, ended 34 years in public office ranging
from a county school board to state
auditor.
With S3 per cent of the state's 13,304
voting units reporting, Taft had 1,035,052
votes to 1,021,861 for Howard Metxenbaum, a wealthy Cleveland labor
attorney and former narking lot owner.

Gilligan

At that point Gilligan had 1.157.000
votes to 901,000 for Cloud
Cloud congratulated Gilligan by
phone and wished him luck. He thanked

his supporters, say'ng, "We have run a
good race. I'm grateful to you...I'm
deeply in your gratitude."
Elsewhere around the nation early
this morning:
Senate - at stake 35, needed for
majority SI; Republicans had won three
and had 33 holdovers, for a total of 36;
Democrats had won nine and had 32
holdovers, for a total of 40; Net gain six
Democrats, with 24 contests undecided.
House - 43S seats, majority 21S;
Republicans had won 79 seats,
Democrats 165; Net gain one Republican
with 191 races undecided.
Governors - 50, at stake, 35;
Republicans had won seven and had
eight holdovers, for total of 15;
Democrats had won nine, and had seven
holdovers. Net gain two Democrats, with
19 contests undecided.
In some of the more important
campaigns:
New York - Republican Governor

Autumn in Ohio
See Page 4

Nelson Rockefeller won an unprecedented fourth four-year term, with
a decisive victory over Democrat Arthur
J. Goldberg.
Conservative candidate James
Buckley maintained a narrow lead over
Democrat Richard (Hunger in the state's
Senatorial race, while incumbent
Charles Goodell trailed in third place.
Minnesota - Former Vice President
Hubert H. Humphrey will return to
Washington in January, occupying the
Senate seat vacated by Eugene McCarthy.
Massachusetts - Senator Edward
Kennedy made a successful bid for reelection Tuesday.
Illinois - Democrat Adlai E.
Stevenson III, a target of harsh attacks
by the Nixon Administration, defeated
incumbent Senator Ralph Taylor Smith.
California - CBS News tapped
challenger John Tunney as the upset
winner over Incumbent Senator George
Murphy shortly after midnight.
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Michigan ~ Incumbent Senator
Phillip Hart handily defeated challenger
I.enore Romney, wife of former
Governor George Romney.
Florida - Democrat Reubln Askew

ousted Republican Governor Claude
Kirk.

Taft

Student on Board
bid goes 'upstairs'
By Glenn Waggoner
Managing Editor

I. 4*- t .

Malae - Senator Edward Muskie
apparently maintained his Senate seat.
Maryland - - Senator Joseph
Tydlngs was unseated in a major upset
by Rep. Glenn Beall Jr., an Administration-backed Republican.
Tennessee - Senator Albert Gore, a
harsh critic of the Nixon Vietnam policy,
was upset by William E. Brock III, a
hand-picked Administration candidate.
Indiana - Incumbent Democratic
Senator Vance Hartke found himself In a
neck-to-neck battle with Republican
Congressman Richard Roudebush.
Alabama - George Wallace, one-time
Governor of this state, rolled up a heavy
majority over all challengers and was
elected for a new term as Alabama's
chief executive.

Armed with a carefully drawn up
proposal and a bundle of endorsements
from faculty, administrators and
students, a Student Council ad-hoc
committee will make another bid Friday
for student representation on the Board
of Trustees,
The committee's proposal asks that a
student approved by Student Council De
invited to participate in all formal or
informal meetings of the Board of
Trustees in a non-voting capacity.
His duty, according to the proposal,
would be to represent the student body to
the board, and act as Information liaison
between the students and the board.
This proposal differs from the student
drive for board membership conducted
last spring because now the appeal is to
the Board itself for approval of a student
member, rather than an appeal to the
Governor of Ohio to appoint a student
with voting powers.
Only the Governor can appoint a
voting member.
The previous drive was a failure
because Governor James Rhodes
decided to reappoint, rather than
replace, a board member whose term
had expired.

The committee is optimistic about the
proposal's chances of success, believing
its ideas are reasonable and have a broad
backing from the University community.
The present lack of representation on
the board is viewed by the committee in
its proposal as "similar to a doctor (the
Board of Trustees) performing surgery
without asking the patient (the students)
where it hurts and relying only on information supplied by his mother (the
administration)."
The invitation of students to official
board meetings, often offered as an
alternative by the trustees, is considered
inadequate by the committee.
They contend the board's decisions
are made primarily behind closed doors.
The type of student representative the
committee has in mind is one who is
"capable of answering (or efficiently
getting the answer to) questions relating
to the Student Union, the Student Council,
dormitory governments, Black Students,
ROTC, or the student view of
academics."
The goal of student representation on
the board stated simply by the committee's proposal is that "conclusions the
board would reach in decision-making
would be based on a more complete and
accurate sampling of information and
opinions."

The ad-hoc committee was appointed
by Student Council early this quarter,
and the work on the proposal was
finished two weeks ago.
Members of the University, including
a vice president, faculty members, and
students have supplied their written
opinion of the proposal at the request of
the ad-hoc committee.
Dr. Stanley Coffman, vice president
for academic affairs, wrote his endorsement for "what I take to be the
principle you are seeking to establish,
and, in fact, will undertake to accomplish
for the same for the faculty."
A former chairman of Faculty Senate
and now chairman of the Department of
Sociology, Dr. Joseph K. Balogh,
believes that "much of the information
that students obtain concerning the
activities of the Board of Trustees is of a
secondary natures."
He noted that student representation
on the board would provide a more direct
means of communication.
Dr. William. O. Reichert, professor of
political science, wrote that the granting
of student representation-would signify
to the students that the board has confidence and trust In the maturity and
sincerity of students."
The board's Friday meeting will be
held at 2 pjn. in the Dogwood room.
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Fonda out on bail;
speech set for tonight
From Combined Reports
Actress Jane Fonda will try again
tonight to make her speaking
engagement here.
The 32-year-old actress was arrested
yesterday on assault and pill smuggling
charges at Cleveland Hopkins International Airport after officers said she
kicked a policeman and a U.S. customs
agent
She spent some 10 hours in the
Cuyahoga County Jail-forcing cancellation of yesterday's scheduled
speaking engagement at the Universitybefore being released on $5,000 personal
bond.
According to Bob Yowell of the
Student Activities Office, Mia* Fonda
will address the University community
at I p.m. tonight in the Forum of the
Student Services Building.
Miss Fonda's attorneys said she
forgot to declare the drugs she waa
bringing Into the country. The govern-

ment identified the drugs as Dezedrine,
Vallum and Compazine. Dezedrine is a
common ingredient of diet pills and
Vallum and Compazine are tranquilizers.
Attorney Mark Lane said Miss Fonda
was on a list of persons marked for
scrutiny by customs officials and
charged that she was "pushed around"
after her arrival here.
Said Lane: "They were determined to
charge her for something, so they made
up a charge of assaulting a policeman."
Miss Fonda, the wife of French film
director Roger Vadim, gave a French
address and when U.S. Commissioner
Clifford E. Bruce asked if she had a U.S.
address, she replied:
"Noldon'tfortunately." When Bruce
Insisted that she must have an American
address she said:
"Why?"
Government attorneys asked that
Miss Fonda's travel be restricted, and
L— argued that such a restriction
would be an infringement on her rights

to lecture on American "war crimes" in
Southeast Asia.
The government withdrew its request
after Miss Fonda's attorneys promised
she would show up for a preliminary
hearing set for Monday morning.
The federal charge of assaulting a
customs agent is punishable by a fine of
up to $5,000 and a maximum of three
years in prison.
The charge of
fraudulently bringing drugs into the
country is punishable by a fine of up to
$10,000 and up to five years in prison.
Cleveland attorney Irwin Barnett,
said a small quantity of pills, including
diet pills for which Miss Fonda had a
prescription, were involved in the federal
charges.
After being released on bond by
Bruce, Miss Fonda was escorted by
police-including the patrolman she
•llegedly kicked, Ptl. Robert Piper-to
Central Police Stattor to be booked on the
local assault charge

FIREMEN SEARCH WRECKAGE of a
dance hall in St. Laurent Du Pont, Franco
where
143
young
Halloween
merrymakers perished in a flash fire

Sunday. Regional officials speculated a
cigarette ignited natural gas, causing
panic and a rush for safety exits that
were locked and boarded up.
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Fear grips your soul.
You're a senior.
Soon to
graduate. You don't have a job.
Paranoia is setting In fast among students soon to end
their college days. The senior placement manual suggests
that students sign up for Interviews at least a week before
a scheduled appointment. Make that at least two weeks
before If you don't want to find reams upon reams of
student signatures crammed Into every possible interview
hour.
Prospective teachers make a mad dash for the sign-up
sheets to Interview with everything and anyone in hopes of
getting a much-cherished contract.
But this shouldn't be.
In order that all interviewing seniors be given a chance
to talk with school representatives that they are sencerely
Interested in, we ask that students refrain from massive
signups with schools for the sake of "practice" interviewing.
The job market is unusually tight this yeardueto the
economic situation all over the country. You may even
have to take the initiative to go to school boards or companies to apply for |obs, rather than having them come to
you.
The Placement Center is an invaluable service to theUnlverslty Community. Please don't abuse it.

on pornography
The fact that the U.S. Supreme Court has failed to Include a precise definition of what pornography actually Is,
constitutes one of the problems which Is confusing the
results of the National Commission on Obscenity and
Pornography.
The other problem is President Nixon.
If the pornography issue was considered serious enough
to warrant a national commission, it Is hard for us to accept Nixon's total repudiation of the commission's final
report despite the fact that the body was appointed by his
predecessor.
The commission challenged the belief that pornographic materials are harmful-the only grounds by
which it can be legally suppressed.
"There will be no relaxation of the national effort to
control and eliminate smut from our national life," was
Mr. Nixon's official statement on the findings of the
commission.
His comments seem tainted with emotional bias and
personal opinion rather than with real consideration of the
legality of suppressing "obscenity."
A more reasonable approach to the situation would be
to agree on a workable definition of pornography and then
to direct efforts to regulate the distribution of such
materials.
The United States needs to develop a national policy
towards this issue, even though the topic may be
distasteful to some.
The commission and the President should get their stuff
together so that the time and energies extended in the
commission's report will not be lost in a wave of
emotionalism.

'All Right, I'm Through With This
Mister Nice Guy Stuff!'

■
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dormitory toad-tug
Campus activities for donna are very
few and after Sunday the reason Is obvious! Darrow Hall sponsored a ToadTog at the pond between Kreischer and
Harshman. The organisation and
refereelng were almost nonexistent
The reason we feel this is the case of
Bromfield Hall vs. Ashley and Mooney
Halls. This was to be good clean fun.
Why were the "high schoolers" from
Bromfield such poor sports? During the
tug with Ashley, the girls were pushed
Into the water by the Bromfield boys!
The referees from Darrow said they aaw
nothing.
Oh, well....Next Mooney was the
victim. The rules stated that as long as
someone is hanging on the rope then the
match is still on. Mooney girls were in

the water yes, but many were still
holding the rope on land! Bromfield let
go saying Mooney had been beat. The1
judges said that Mooney hadn't let go of
the rope completely. Through concensus
they decided to have a rematch because
the Bromfield broud threatened to quit what children.
The second time Mooney pulled the
boys all the way across the pond! Still
not satisfied right Bromfield?
Right,
they wanted two out of three. The third
time Mooney pulled them across the pond
again. Finally Bromfield relented and
let Mooney win the round.
So all sounds rosy for Mooney but not
so. After three very hard tugs against a
childish, poor sportsman hall like
Bromfield, low and behold Mooney

the activists-life

During last year's marathon Earth
Day a lot of talk filled the air on campus
about how polluted this planet is. But
talk doesn't atop the University power
plant and Heinz Company from smoking
up our air, nor does it atop the sunk from
our infamous Poe Ditch.
There are still a few students left from
Earth Day who have dedicated themselves to a cleaner environment. They
are interested in providing real rather
than rhetorical solutions. They are
hoping there are some more who feel
they way they do.
Sharon Reed
Because, without your help, LIFE will
148 Ashley die.
LIFE, (Living In a Finer EnPeggy Engle & Jeanne Blum
148 Ashley vironment) is the student group of cooKathy Hall activists on campus. They feel the future
144 Ashley of America will belong to human beings
concerned with nature, and the
preservation of environmental quality.
Meet the students who want to do
something about that future, Wednesday,
November 4, 8:00 p.m in 112 Life
Sciences Building.
Campus Security Department if they
cause disruption of our hospital routine.
Yours for a cleaner environment,
Dr. Olms feels the communicative
program is a good idea, and he certainly
Vlcki Evans
endorses it.
Co-chairman, LIFE
immediately bad to tug Batchelier for
the championship. Three guesses .0
won!! Then to top off their sweet ant'cs
when the tug was over the "child.ci
Bromfield" threw the women of M <y
into the pond.
To Bromfield's poor losers and
Darrow's disorganization maybe this is
the reason for LOUSY participation in
campus activities between dorms. To
Mooney Hall we girls say we were behind
you all the way.

campus security 'rap'
Among the questions raised at the
Communicative "Rap" Sessions sponsored by the Campus Security Department, one which seems to be of concern
to the women students is the matter of
identification of the Health Center
aides."
Dr. Olms advised us the aides would
be wearing white Jackets and would have
I.D. cards bearing their names. The
aides are: Ben Kreiton, Larry Maugel,
George LaJoe, Ulf Rheborg, Randy Earl,
and Steve Jones.
Calls should be made directly to the
Health Center, phone 2-2271. If an ambulance is needed, the decision will be
made by the Health Center. They will
contact the Campus Security office,
which is still in charge of the ambulance.
Dr. Olms emphasized that students
should not go to Wood County Hospital 0
their own. They should be checked at tl
Health Center, and they will make tl
decision of sending a student to Woo
County.

If a student receives treatment from a
physician other than a member of the
Medical Center staff, it must be at the
personal expense of the student.
Dr. Olms stated that students under
the influence of alcohol who are undergoing treatment for injuries at the
University hospital will be handled by the

James E. Saddoris
Director Campus Security

the job of a university
With all the problems conf rondng our
nation recently for which we must have
immediate solutions at the taxpayers'
expense, it was comforting to receive
these comments to all alumni from Dean
H"y M. Kottman of the College of
iculture and Home Economics, at
* tl,

<

"It Is the Job of a University to teach
.ng people so that when they graduate
• 11I «o to their positions in government,
M

,—our man noppe—

a real
vote getter

business and industry, education or
wherever, they will be educationally
equipped to so address themselves to
solving the world's problems. It is unfortunate that many of our University
students have deluded themselves into
believing that it is the Job of the
University to bring troops home from
Viet Nam, to dure the cure the ills of the
urban ghetto, to solve air, soil and water
pollution problems and to do all these
things instantaneously. These are cruel
delusions.
When this has been done, it will be
possible for students to come to their Jobs
with the ability to address themselves, as
mature citizens, to the urgent problems
of their times."
Mary Hiltner
751 Sand Ridge Rd.

let's hear from you
The BG News welcomes all
letters to the editor and opinion
columns. Also, we invite you to
comment on all published
editorials, letters and columns.
In order to bring you a crosssection of views and opinions,
however, we ask that letters be
no more than 300 words,
typewritten. Columns should be
a maximum of four typed pages,
triple-spaced.
The News maintains the right
to edit all submissions which
exceed these limits, with respect
to the laws of libel and proper
taste.
Letters and columns should
Include the author's address and
phone number and may be
mailed to
The Editor
BGNews
108 University Hall

THe BG news

By Arthur Hoppe
National Columnist
The effectiveness of Vice President
the Conservative vote locked up, he
An Independent Student Voice
Agnew as a campaigner in the '70 eleclooked like a shoo-in.
tions amazed the experts and astounded
But In mid-October, he suddenly
his party.
plummeted in the polls. An ln-depth
editor
james b. smith
"He Is one of the great campaigners of
survey unearthed the reason. "I sure
managing editor
glenn d. waggoner
all time," said Mr. Nixon admiringly.
feel sorry for Nixon," summed up a
news editor
richard c. bergeman
Mr. Agnew's severest test came, of
sympathetic liberal butcher, "but I
editorial editor
barcara j. jacola
course, in New York. There Senator
could never stomach having that Agnew
issue editor
steven I. brash
Charles Goodell, a liberal Republican,
only a heartbeat from the Presidency."
sports editor
dennis d. white
waa in a tight three-way race with
Top GOP strategists called an
Richard Ottinger, a liberal Democrat,
emergency meeting. "There's only one
photo editor
bnan I. steltens
and James Buckley, a conservative
way out," said one grimly.
contributing editor
james p. marino
Conservative, (cq) Democrat Ottinger
And so it wss that Mr. Agnew went on
copy editor
richard c. price
was ahead.
nationwide television on election eve to
business manager
richard a. reiter
Mr. Agnew wound himself up and
give his famous "Vitriolic Address." It
advertising manager
philip a. stickney
attacked.
He attacked Republican
was, historians agree, his fines hour.
Goodell for being, among other things,
"I come before you tonight, my fellow
"the Christine Jorgensen" of politics.
Americans," Mr. Agnew began, "to bare
Editorial and Business Offices 106 University Hall
His strategy, all agreed, was not to
that bumbling boodler of bombast, that
Phone 37? 2710 or 3? 2 2819
cost Mr. Goodell votes, but rather to gain
characterless conveyor of contumely,
him votes - votes from sympathetic
that decadent deployer of demogoguery Th. BG N.-i la publ.ih.d Hondo, • thru F,.do,. during ih. ragular
liberals who would otherwise cast their
- Splro T. Agnew!"
itnool yoor, and anca • waoli during tho tummor aoaalona, undor authority
af tka Publication! Cammittaa al Bowling Croon Stoto Univorally.
ballots for Mr. Ottinger. That way, he
As every schoolboy knows, the
Ooln.on. o.oroaaod in odito.,.1 ,...
o.h., column. In th. N...
figured, Mr. Buckley would win.
sympathy vote for Mr. Agnew carried
do not necessarily reflect the opinions of tho University Administration
It wasn't until the GOP National
Mr. Nixon Into the White House for
faculty ar stall or tho Stata af Ohio. Opinions oppressed by columnists do
Committee met six weeks after the
another four years.
not nocotsorily reflect tho opinions of (ho BG N1-1. Editorial* in tho BG
election to analyse the results that the
It is little wonder politicians across
News reflect tho opinions of »ho maiority ol rttambaes ©I tho 80 Now* Ediparty realized what a gem it had in Mr.
the country still venerate Mr. Agnew as
torial Board.
Agnew.
"The Greatest Vote Getter This Nation
Has Ever Seen."
"Look at the way his brilliant attack
on Goodell won Goodell thousands of
WELCOME WE'VE MET MANY OF YOUR VICTIMS...
votes," said one Committeeman idly.
rsHto&e-*'
"Why. . .Good Lord! We haven't been
utilizing Agnew's talents properly at all!
Now here's my plan..."
As s pilot project, Mr. Agnew was
unleashed again in the '71 off-year
elections. He campaigned from coast to
coast - this time attacking all moderate
Republican candidates.
Each candidate was supplied by the
GOP National Committee with small
gold seals to paste on his billboards.
They read: "Officially Attacked by Splro
T. Agnew."
It worked like a charm. Mr. Agnew
was privately credited with electing two
Republican Governors, 47 Republican
mayors and a Conservative dog catcher.
The stage was not set for the 72
Presidential campaign. In his speech
accepting the Vice Presidential
nomination, Mr. Agnew excoriated "that
devious denigrator of decency, that
pernicious purveyor of persiflage, our
perambulating President, Dick Nixon!"
Throughout September Mr. Agnew
carried his attacks on Mr, Nixon to every
crossroads and hamlet The sympathetic
Uveral vote swung to Mr. Nixon in ever
increasing numbers. As he already had
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Faculty Senate calls
for federal Kent probe
ByKathyFraie
Issue Editor

Aaaotlotod Pr.ii Wl.ophoto

FLOOD WATERS caused by heavy rains have
covered a village in Quang Nam province, 20
miles south of Da Nang, South Vietnam. At the

height of the flooding, officials said over
200,000 persons had to be evacuated from their
homes throughout the country.

U.S. district judge lifts ban
on KSU grand jury report
CLEVELAND (API-A ban
on criticism of a special state
grand jury report on disorders
at Kent State University May
1-4 by witnesses and others
involved in the investigation
was lifted yesterday by U.S.
District Judge Ben C. Green.
In overruling an order
issued Sept. 5 by Portage
County Common Pleas Judges
Edwin W. Jones and Albert
Caris, Judge Green said a
court cannot silence witnesses
or prevent criticism of a grand
Jury.
Judge Green also banned
enforcement of a second
Common Pleas Court order
issued a few days before the
grand jury's report was made
public Oct. 16. That order
prohibited any sort of protest
or demonstration in or around
the county courthouse.
The judge's ruling was on a
request from the American
Civil Liberties Union of Ohio
for a preliminary injunction
restraining Portage County
authorities from enforcing the
Common Pleas Court orders.
The injunction was asked
on behalf of two Kent Slate
students, Bruce King of Euclid
and Wayne Fisher of Kent,
who were among the more
than 300 witnesses before the
grand jury in the month-longinvestigation.
Twenty of the 25 persons
named in secret indictments
returned by the grand Jury
have been arrested, most of
them students or former
students at KSU.
Judge Green called the
court order restricting
comment by witnesses
"overly broad."
"In this case we are faced
with a report of the special
grand jury which ranges far
afield from consideration of
the offenses for which indictments were returned," he
said.
"In this court's opinion, it
cannot be said that any
restriction on the right to
speak to that report is
warranted to protect the
rights of defendants to a fair
trial on the offenses charged."
He pointed out that "the
events which occurred at Kent
State in the spring are a
matter of national, social,
political and moral concern
and debate."
The Kent State disorders
ended when four students
were killed and nine wounded
in a confrontation May 4

between Ohio National Guard
troops and rock-throwing
antiwar demonstrators. No
National Guardsmen were
indicted.
Judge Green said the
county court order prohibited
many knowledgeable persons
from answering the fundamental arguments of the
grand jury.
"Yet at the same time," he
continued, "it is these very
persons who likely have the
most relevant knowledge to
counter the accusations."
Concerning the order
against demonstrations at the
courthouse, Judge Green said
that in "exercising the right of
reasonable regulation, public
officials may not wield an ax

when a scalpel is required." free on bond after pleading
He said imposing a "total guilty last week to contempt of
and selective ban on such court charges under the
conduct is an infringement of county court order. Judge
the constitutionally- Jones deferred sentencing
guaranteed right of free pending outcome of the suits
on which Judge Green ruled
speech."
Green said, however, that yesterday.
he shared the court's concern
Ford was quoted as saying
about the safety of the cour- in a newspaper interview that
thouse "in these days when a National Guardsmen "should
small group of mindless have shot all" troublemakers
persons appears to believe at Kent State.
that the bombing of public and
private buildings is an ap- , _ The Common Pleas Court
propriate means to express order had been modified to
permit Kent State President
dissent."
Ravenna Attorney Seabury Robert I. White to comment on
Ford, one of the three special the grand jury report but
prosecutors for the grand jury specified that he could not
investigation and Kent State criticize. White withheld all
Professor Glenn Frank are comment.

Moslem driver's motive:
v

rid Islam of Socialists'

KARACHI, Pakistan (AP)
- The airport driver whose
truck killed a Polish official
Sunday is a fanatic Moslem
who was trying to wipe out the
visiting Communist
delegation, police said
yesterday.
"I want to eliminate all
enemies of Islam," Feroze
Abdullah said in a statement
to the police.

"I wanted to kill all the
visiting Polish party who are
Socialists. Socialism is
against Islam, and Socialists
want to destroy Islam and
Moslems," he continued.
Driving an airline cargo
truck, Abdullah crashed into
the receiving line Sunday at
the Karachi airport during the
welcome for President Marian
Spychalski of Poland.

Dance to benefit
KSU defense fund
With a $139 loan from
Student Council the Youth
International Party here is
organizing a benefit dance for
students indicted for the Kent
State University disturbances
last spring.
Charlie Cohn, Yippie
representative, said the dance
is tentatively set for Nov. 20 in
the Men's Gym.
The Yippies are asking for
$1 donations at the door, the
first $139 taken in to be used to
repay the loan, with the
remaining money going to the
Kent State Defense Fund.
■ Cohn said the group is
trying to bring in Craig
Morgan, KSU student body
president indicted by the
Portage County Grand Jury
three weeks ago, and KSU

Yippie leader Jerry Persky to
address students at the dance.
He said at least four local
bands, including Rail and
Captain Strange and the
Psychedelic Rangers, are
being sought for performances.
Student Body President
Roger Coate said the money
was loaned to the Yippies
because Student Council
cannot afford to subsidize the
event themselves.
The $139 Is to be used for
publicity, construction of a
stage and acquisition of four
bands.
"Hopefully it'll bring in
about 500-1,000 students,"
Coate offered. He said he liked
the idea of helping build the
Kent State Defense Fund in
this manner.

Spychalski was not hurt,
but Deputy Foreign Minister
Zygfryd Wolniak, a Pakistani
security official and two
Pakistani photographers were
killed.
Twenty other persons were
injured.
Police were still uncertain
whether Abdullah was part of
a conspiracy or acting alune.
But they arrested two other
drivers. He was seen talking
to them shortly before the
tragedy.
Another 12 persons, including some airport security
men, were being questioned in
an attempt to learn how the
unauthorized driver got into
the area.
Three police officials in
charge of airport security
arrangements were
suspended.
Authorities said some local
Polish emigres are also under
investigation.
They said a number of
Poles are employed by
Pakistan Airlines, and a
search is on for a Polish
woman who was in charge of
the
airline's
catering
department and who disappeared after the tragedy.
The police said Abdullah is
a member of the fanatic
rightist Moslem party Jamaat
Islaami and told them:
"Death will come one day, and,
it is better to die in the cause
of Islam and Allah."

Faculty Senate yesterday
called for a federal grand Jury
investigation of last May's
disturbances at Kent State
University.
Members unanimously
adopted a resolution supporting recent requests by
both the Kent State Faculty
Senate and the Ohio Faculty
Senate for a federal investigation.
The three requests came in
the wake of a state grand Jury
investigation that resulted in
Indictments against 25
students and faculty members
but no National Guardsmen
Involved in the Kent disturbances.
The resolution was Introduced by Dr. Thomas
Kinney, associate professor of
English.
Senate members were also
presented a seven-point
condemnation of House Bill
1219 by their personnel and
conciliation committee.
Dr.
Virginia
Platt,
chairman of the committee,
said that after studying the
bill her committee had concluded that the measure must
be challenged.
According to committee
members, the bill:
—Assumes a person is
guilty until proven innocent.
—Restricts the right to
peaceably ass'emble,
guaranteed in the First
Amendment to the U.S.
Constitution.
—Does not specifically
define such terms as "campus
disturbances" and "inciting to
riot."
—Requires a student or
faculty member's case to be
heard by a lawyer appointed

Viet death toll
at 5-year low
WASHINGTON (AP) Fewer than 32 men died in
Vietnam last week, marking a
five-year low in casualties, the
Defense Department has
announced.
Jerry W. Friedheim, a
Pentagon press spokesman,
disclosed the new low in an
unusual Tuesday preview of
figures that normally are not
released until Thursday of
each week. He did not give
actual figures for last weekthey will be out Thursday.
Asked if the premature
disclosure was connected with
yesterday's elections,
Friedheim said, "Why don't
we leave it where I am."

Wheel failure
hinders takeoff;
747 jet safe
SAN FRANCISCO (AP) One of the 18 wheels on a
Boeing 747 jetliner carrying
162 persons fell off during
takeoff at San Francisco
International Airport
yesterday, but the craft
landed safely an hour later.
United Air Lines said there
was no damage or injury
during the emergency landing
at the same airport.
A spokesman said the 180pound wheel fell into San
Francisco Bay while the plane
took off on a flight to Honolulu.
Cause of the wheel failure
was not determined.
While circling the San
Francisco Bay, the plane flew
by the San Jose Airport
control tower so that the
missing wheel area could be
inspected by binoculars, an
airline spokesman said.
He said he knew of no
similar accident with a 747
wheel.

by the Regents rather than an
elected judge responsible to his
constituents
—Bars from hearings all
persons whose presence is not
essential, violating American
Associations of University
Professors (AAUP)
regulations
permitting
academic advisors to attend
all faculty hearings and BGSU
practices permitting students
to have a "friend" at court.
—Contains no provision for
restitution of lost salary or
tuition for faculty members or
students dismissed and then
later acquitted.
—Provides preferential
treatment to civil service
personnel, who are guaranteed restitution of lost salaries
if acquitted.
Senate members also

the all dorm Mud Tug.

Batchelder Women

STOP AT YOUR BANK

qh

The President said he
hoped the voters would turn
out across the country "in
large numbers."
Then he went home for the
long wait to see how voters
would respond to his campaign appeals for them to
elect men who will support his

F.D.I.C

Congressional matter... FCC
WASHINGTON (AP) - The
question of equal opportunities for candidates to
reach the public is for
Congress to decide, not the
Federal Communications
Commission, says FCC
chairman Dean Burch.

the problem and sympathetic
to problems of this nature."
But, he added, campaigning costs money and part
of a candidate's role is to raise
money.
On other commission
matters, Burch disclosed:
—The FCC expects to
decide "promptly" the
responsibility - if any - that
broadcasters will have for
presentation of anti-smoking
ads after Jan. 1 when

In an election-eve news
conference on the one-year
anniversary of his becoming
chairman, Burch said Monday
he favored equal access to air
time that may be purchased
by political parties. But he
opposed requiring equal, free
time for campaigners.
Burch said he hadn't
considered the timing of his
news conference in relation to
election day, but the subject
nevertheless swung to election
problems.
Asked whether he was
bothered by the fact that a
rich party could blanket
television, leaving a less well
endowed party almost blacked
out, he said he was "aware of

cigarette commercials are
banned.
—There will be a delay in
consideration of proposals to
regulate cable television until
a vacant commission seat is
filled. That should be only "a
matter of weeks," Burch said.
—And that, on Monday, a
two-week delay was granted
for petitions against renewal
of broadcast licenses in the
Chicago area. The petitions
would have been due Nov. 2 on
licenses expiring Dec. 1.

Alpha Phi Omega
Pledges
Congratulate

Willis and Denise
on their engagement
Sanda? - !»•«*•
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Ph. 352—6506

222 S. Main St,

depend on what has happened." he said.
"But I won't make a
prediction on the numbers at
this time."
He said that was "a subtle
suggestion" to the press,
pollsters "and all the rest,"
reminding them it is very
important to go into states,
cities and other areas to "get a
real feel of the people" in
depth
before
making
predictions.
"One of the reasons
predictions have been so bad
lately in American politics
and also in British politics, is
that there is a tendency for
somebody to go in for 24 hours
and say that's the way people
are going to vote."
Nixon recalled he had
made some "on the nose"
predictions in 1966. But he
explained that was only
because he had been out for
more than two months and "I
really got a feel of the country...and the people."

Candidates1 equal air time

Wftut., pickot, flMOn ..pp. I

FIRST NATIONAL BANK

Ph. 352-5271

policies.
Nixon's election morning
activities included a visit to
the local firehouse to thank its
21 volunteer and three fulltime firemen for responding
so well to an early morning
blaze at his San Clemente
ocean-front home
last
Thursday.
He gave Fire Chief Merton
Hackett a key ring with a
presidential seal as a
momento.
While the firemen lined up
in their red and yellow
helmets and gray Jackets,
Nixon talked politics in
response
to reporters'
questions.
"This year," he said, "I
think we will do better than
the general off-year," a time
he noted is traditional for the
party in power-"that has the
presidency"-to lose senators,
congressmen and governors.
"We will do better than
that. How much better will

SAN CLEMENTE, Calif.
(AP) - President Nixon voted
early yesterday and predicted
Republicans would "do better" than the usual off-year
election showing of the party
in power. But he wouldn't
offer any figures.
He was at Concordia School
on a foggy California morning
when the polls opened at 7
a.m. and marked a big paper
ballot.
His wife Pat and daughter
Tricia accompanied him and
voted.
They made a patriotic
showing-Mrs. Nixon in a red
coat, Tricia in a white suit and
the President in blue.

UNIVERSITY BANKING CENTER
...across from Harshman.

not place enough emphasis on
faculty responsibility.
Dr. Hollis A. Moore Jr. told
Senate members the biggest
challenge
facing
the
University today is change.
"Change" includes the
manpower needs In this
country, which hive shifted in
recent years from teachers to
health care personnel, he said.
"We must look critically at
the shift of manpower
requirements to see what
curriculum changes are
needed," he said.
A situation in which a
student's course of study and a
professor's teaching schedule
is relatively unstructured
sounds like chaos and anarchy, he said, "but would it be
worse than the system we
have now?"

Nixon foresees GOP gains

Cht.ii. Ham, S.hmi

Thanks to the Men of
Darrow for sponsoring

passed a resolution permitting
graduate students to take
required foreign langugage
courses on a pass-fail basis.
Grades of "L" (pass) and
"NL" (fall) wiU be given to
students taking foreign
language courses to satisfy
requirements and those taking
graduate-level language
courses as substitutes for
other courses.
In other action, Senate
members adopted a resolution
opposing a request by the
American Association of State
Colleges and Universities to
withdraw its support of the
AAUP 1940 stand on academic
freedom and tenure.
The association was
reportedly seeking to withdraw Its endorsement because
it claims the AAUP stand does

.
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Autumn
in
Ohio

STAPMVM

Cinema Ul
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SHOPPING

ON MR ftu ,. i.nq (*•• •••

* LIVING ROOM ROCKING CHAIR SEATING
* ACRKS OF FREE PARKING
* GORGEOUS, MODERNISTIC DECOR
* THE THEATRE OF TOMORROW, A REALITY TODAY
AUTOMATIC TEMPERATURE CONTROL
NOW PLAYING

Ci*er*af

E... -at 7.10. 9i30
Sol I Sun Mat.
at 2,15, 4t30

IT'S UTTERLY FANTASTIC

Photos by Brian Stottons and Keith Moismr

THE ULTIMATE EXPERIENCE
FOR EVERYONE!
"DISNEYS GREA T PIONEERING VENTURE IS
THE SEASONS HIT REVIVAL!" NMHMK
"AN INCREDIBLY REVOLUTIONARY FILM...
THE MIND CAN RUN RIOT!" TIN NYU now
"FAR AHEAD OF ITS TIME... BEST AUDIO-VISUAL
EXPERIENCE IN TOWN!" WMIIMI won. Cut
"BEST FAMILY FILM!" JaMphGalmis. Newsd.y

"A TOTAL EXPERIENCE IN SIGHT, SOUND
AND COLOR ... MAKE FANTASIA A MUST!"
Bob Salmaggi. Group W NctworK

(£jner*e&

HOW PLAYING
K.a. at 7:25, 9:30
Sot. 1 Sun. Mat—
at 2. 3,50. 5,30

MAI Wl SI JOHN HUSTON
.- RAQUEL WELCH
■

MYRA BRECKINRIDGE

NOW SHOWING
PURE GOULD

XIE.

Eva. at 7,00 1 9,15 Sat. t Sun Only at 4i4S

"Hollywood's Hottest Star Shorts Btd and
Bath With A Brace of Sensational Dolls"
-Sez Playboy Magazine Oct.
Sensational in "Bob & Carol & Ted & Alice"
" M*A*S*H", "Getting Straight" — NOW...

HYENA!
An Afro-American Drama
in Dance and Song
Tryouts
Nov. 4,5,9, 1970

7:30 - 9:30

Hanna 105
Dancers, Singers, Drummers, lighting
technicians, make-up artists etc.
or
Contact Ronald Lomas
414 SH or 372-2033
between 10 am and 11,am

The Green Sheet
...published each Monday in the BG
NEWS, is prepared by Bowling Green State
University News A Photography Services.
The deadline for notices in the Green Sheet
is noon Thursday, for the following week's
calendar, Monday through Sunday. Notices
should be submitted to the editor, Teri
Sharp, in care of News Services, IM Administration Building, or phone 372-24H;
372-26)7.
Special Green Sheet announcement forms are available upon
request.

UNIVERSITY
JEWELLERS
Pierced
Earing*
Spmidol Band
Spiedel I.D.
Bracelet

Bill Folds
EvtoyU*t»% yo*!vt iiAfU- *lo*A

Watch Repair
Engraving
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BONUS SPECIALS
Grand Opening

DRUG STORES

SPECIALS TODAY thru NOV. 8th
THOUSANDS OF

ALUMINUM 3
REG 33«

SO

19

RADIO

lUSSnwJSS

FREE
.GIFTS;

BALLPOINT
STICK PEN

Get LOW

DISCOUNT
PRICES
roc/t? ttW THE ASKMe
^Everyday

^THPVSTI

FREE

Reoislet Meet Voo Her be • WfMMER'

6'

at Gray's ,

WIN a SONY\^^

TV SET

or any one off over

500°°

NOTHING TO Mtf I JUST ENTER!
No porchaie II IMCMUCyl Jull

Worth of Valuable Prl«.«

Ml oul Ihe FREE entry blink
•Miy lino «oo como into out

OTHER VALUABLE PRIZES INCLUDE:
• Channel Mallei Sleieo Stl
• G. E. Petcoletoi
• Silvei 111 Sal 5 Piocte
• Revere Movie Camera

ulna

modem

STADIUM

PLAZA

StOlt. Enlnei mil be accepted
throuor, Selurda, Oclobei 14.

• Oilft 10 Speed Blender

• 212 Vetei Table

a CaeMtlt Recorder

a Sunbeam fleclnc Knit*

1170. All mnno-n. mil be nolihed
by nail or i

a Toeilmaster Broiler
a Antcomanc Movie Camera

OUR BRAND NEW MODERN STORE IN THE

STADIUM PLAZA

,-,

G»»AV*S
COUPON

All purpota ptn with cap giv«n

G'ondOp,Di»9Ji.IDA

to nrh customot who purchasas

$*oo

tl.00 ot mora in matchana'isa.

THE

PRICE

OF ANY

NEW
...

™OV-

4

""""Oh NOV. 15 1970

->c8pl.„pre8Cript,ron;e,i"»- — ori„8JJr.

SSrSSSSfs
and low

price..

-

lo

" discount

JJJ^S COUWN Mm rVESCRiniON

STP Oil Treatment
PINT SIZE CAN

69«

CELLOPHANE Tape

2R"-41°

1500 INCHES
LePAGES

Handi-Wrap Food Wrap
200 FOOT ROLL
CLEAR WRAP

490

BURMA MIXED NUTS
13 OUNCES

2;' 1-00

Windshield WASH
ANTI FREEZE
GALLON

49C

LYSOL Disinfectant
14 oz. SPRAY AEROSOL

970

POLAROID #108
COLOR PACK FILM

3.59

G. E. FLASHCUBES
3 CUBES • 12 SHOTS

Q*><~.

SUPER LOW DISCOUNTS DURING GRAY'S GRAND OPENING SALE
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PUZZLE
By William I.ulwiniak

Muskie's talk previews '72
WASHINGTON (AP) President
Nixon
and
Democratic Sen. Edmund S.
Muskie spoke to the nation
Monday evening in back-toback television appearances
that provided a possible
preview of
the
1972
presidential campaign.
Muskie used the time
purchased on all three networks by some leading
Democrats to charge Nixon
with leading a "law and order" campaign marked by
slander, lies, "name calling
and deception of almost unprecedented volume."
In so appearing, Muskie,
who is a going away favorite
to win re-election In Maine
over Republican Neil Bishop
today, underlined his own
position as the leading contender for the 1972 Democratic
presidential nomination.
Muskie spoke immediately
after a 15-miiiute excerpt,
paid for by the Republican
National Committee, of
Nixon's speech last Saturday
in Phoenix, Ariz, in which he
responded to the violence
marked confrontation he had
with antiwar demonstrators in
San Jose, Calif., Thursday
night.

Give blood

Nixon called on "the great not featured just one of the
silent majority of Americans party's 1972 hopefuls. But he
of all ages, of every political praised Muskie for "a highly
persuasion, to stand up and be effective Job of counteracting
counted against the ap- the last-minute Republican
peasement of the rock blitz."
throwers and the obscenity
The senator's appearance
should s in America."
was sponsored by a newly
Muskie, speaking from created Committee for
Cape Elizabeth, Maine, said National Unity, headed by
the Republican campaign has former diplomat and New
been marked by efforts "to York Gov. Averell Harriman,
turn our common distress to and also including West
partisan advantage-not by Virginia Secretary of State
offering better solutions-but
with empty threat and
malicious slander."
Muskie's appearance
recalled the time when Nixon
spoke on nationwide television
four years ago as the
Republican spokesman after
an attack by President
Lyndon B. Johnson.
A conference will be held
Just as that speech Friday and Saturday delving
provided a boost for Nixon's into the political problems
1968 presidential candidacy, facing China and Taiwan and
Muskie's enabled him to the stand taken by the United
appear to the nation as his States.
party's
chief
national
Specialists in the field of
spokesman almost two years
before it picks its 1972 Asian affairs from Ohio,
Michigan and Indiana are
presidential candidate.
Democratic National expected to attend the conChairman Lawrence F. ference which is free and open
O'Brien said that if the party to the public.
had the money to buy the timeThe Friday session of the
about $150.00—it would have conference will begin at 8 p.m.

John D. Rockefeller IV, Mrs.
Martin Luther King Jr., and
labor leaders I.W. Abel of the
United Steel Workers and
Leonard Woodcock of the
United Auto Workers.
The poor quality of the
black and white film of
Nixon's speech supplied to the
networks by the Republican
National Committee compared unfavorably with the
high quality color Muskie
tape, and stirred a con-

Conference discusses
China-Taiwan politics
in the Dogwood Suite, Union.
Dr. Allen S. Whiting, professor
of political science and an
associate at the Center for
Chinese Studies at the
University of Michigan, will
speak on "China and United
States Relations".
The
Saturday session will begin at
9:30 a.m. in the Dogwood Suite
and will center on the
relationship between Taiwan
and Nationalist China.
Dr. Richard L. Walker,
head of the department of

WIZARD OF ID

The bloodmobile will
be at the Health Center
from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m.
today and from 9 a.m. to
3 p.m. tomorrow.
Anyone 18 or over can
give blood without
parental
permission.
Walk-ins
are
welcome if you have not
made an appointment.
For appointments call
372-2271 Wednesday or
Thursday.

troversy of its own as
thousands of viewers phoned
stations charging they were
"sabotaging" the President
and calling the broadcast
"Communist inspired."
"We thought people would
think that," said Richard
Salant, president of CBS News.
He added that CBS had
warned the Republicans about
the bad quality of the tape but
that "nothing we could say
would stop them."

/

/
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COPPBK CAN

TO
DO
TODaY

by Hrnnt park«r and Johnny hart

f ce<zrA\n\,Y,Mr
I
OCAfi... T-HiA
I BRACELET •iHoiA-C
\T\3 TUB TRICK.

cuee

ACROSS
s. American
rodent.
French
Mat inns.
Ketch
feature.
Matt) or
Felipe.
Ease up.
La lemme.
Fluff.
Sec M>.
Smlii flavor.

Ornamental
pottery.

a

DlllI OUt

Diner's need.
Bosc,
Tremendous
one.
Misfit.
Speechiner.
Coffeemakers.
Collection.
Famil) men.
See 55-D.
Mayfalr
trolley.
Single.
Influence.
Province.
Tom. Olck
or Harry.

UFE

Attention all undecided
Student Environments
students with Mrs. Hillocks Action Group will meet at :
for adviser. If you need ad- p.m. in Room 112, Life
vising for winter quarter Sciences Bldg. All students
registration, please come and faculty are welcome.
immediately to Room 104
Hanna Hall to make an apASSOCIATION FOR
pointment. The outer office COMPUTING MACHINERY
will be open from 10 a.m. to 3
p.m. for signing appointment
Will meet at 4:30 p.m. in
sheets. If you have decided on Room 238, Math-Science Bldg.
a major, please call the Arts & The purpose of the meeting is
Sciences office at 2-2015 for a to hold election of officers of
change of adviser.
the association.

Pre-registration for winter
quarter courses by sociology
majors and minors (officially
declared before Oct. 1, 1970)
will be held from 8 a.m. to 12
noon and from 1 p.m. to 5 p.m.
today through Friday.

EVEN PIZZA DELIVERY
BOYS HAVE FEELINGS.
...Tip on* tonight and
too lot youiiollllll

WHATEVER THE
OCCASION
Whmn you care enough fo
smnd thm vry b*$f

HALLMARK CARDS
from

THE UNIVERSITY
BOOKSTORE
Student Services Building
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Yesterday's cryptogram: Corpulent, lightminded child though! "guerrilla" mean! "ape.'

non CLaSSIFIED ~«®fc~

Will meet at 8 p.m. in
Room, 105 South Hall. Slides
from Spain will be shown.
FRENCHCLUB
Will meet at 6:30 p.m. in
the Alumni Room, Union.
Everyone is welcome.
SAILING CLUB
Will hold its weekly
meeting for racing tactics at 7
p.m. in Room 286, Overman
Hall.

Ride needed to PAINSVILU
Kn.Nuv 6* return Sun Will
share cunt Barbie 372-3607

Developing Personal
Potential Group will meet at 1
p.m. in the Counseling Center,
Room 320, Student Services
Bldg. All interested persons
are invited to attend.

Ride needed to I Vim Slat, this
weekend Please Call Aimee
2-1414

Will meet at 7 p.m. in the
Pink Dogwood Suite, Union.
The meeting is open to all
women interested in Joining a
service organization affiliated
with the Maumee Valley Girl
Scout Council.

the Sig Eps
for a
Spook in-Good Time
Friday!
UNCLE AL WANTS YOU!
Join The Largest Social Orgonizalion
Campus

UJST & POUND
iXtST-efhite plasbr bag with
education book and two
nostboohs Call 353-4951
UlST-ycllow luckel in .Vmlh
Hall Call 2-MH
UfciT-Amall Hold ring initial*
fZM fall M9»
l-OST-ntan's
University
REWARD
Toledo Ohio

diamond nng al
Golf Course
T.G. McHiKth
2«6-«m

liVST-one girl's watch with
.-ameo band. RKWARD Call

Mai

UIST-I.adies Ring with
Urge Green Stone
KF.WARI) 3M-I5I6

BUSINESS
OPPORTUNITIES
Waitress wanted.
Applv
PagUa's Pixxa after 4

Last Year Over 200 Members
Meeting Thurs. 6:00
115 Education Bldg.

'67 Jaguar XKK .' plus 2.
yellow
aiHi'iii.ttu
transmission michebn X tires
13300 823-7571. (all after 6

FOR SALE OR RENT
For sale New 8-track stereu
player-*40 353-4102
Gtannini Classical Guitar,
EiceL Cond Case included
M0. call BUI 372-4034
70 Toyota Corona. 4 dr., stad
trant. 11550 Ph. 686-2701

:tt.i-9'.titi rtftt't I p in.
Wanted

me chkk to share
rWUM with 2 girLx
One Mocfe from i/ampus $50 a
month cell XMM before
5 00 p in. can move in
■nyunte

'61 Torino (IT. Power
Sleennii. 11.000 miles. Call
anon alter 6pm

1 male needs apt starting 2nd
t|tr Bruce Howorlh 372-5969
Two roommates wanted,
Winter Spring, Winthrop
South NaV74M

PERSONALS
Thankn lor the great tea
I 'ui i'hi

Kko 6 Klectra SUvl Strmn
Guitar with »ase-l;& t'ontai't
Kalhy B2«>34

ill.1-1 in so happy that you're
my Big' All Pi I * I. Ijltle '

1 nwlf student needeil mm
New Apl Call Bill 3J4-0024

Judy-to the greatest Big a
Little could ever have LAI.
in AD Pi. Carol

2 leinale roonuna'-s nnnled
lor winter and spring. U2.74SS
Needed I f roommate winter
& ajrlm Call JM<Ui2
Better Business MachinesTypewriters adders and
> alculators Sales Service and
renUls 227 S Main 352-7770
laity til 8 p.m.
Kent your mini-ii'iri.'erator at
BO Rental. 125 W Poe Rd
Call J52-I6U4
Wanted-2 male roommates
for winter and spring quarters Call Bob 352-5520

Eurn. Apt. for rent winter qtr.
l
i block from campus. Call
372-4530
NEEDED 1 male roommate
for winter & spring qtr close
to campus Call Bob 372-5834
One female roommate needed
to take over lease winter thru
•ummer quarters.
Contact
Dune 352-0576
Needed
1 male roommate
winter and spring 855 a mo
UDlibes pd and furnished.

enough words. You're »U "*
GREATEST! G-uiima Phi
Beta I.ove PAT
Phi Mu's-The tea was just the
nuU
Thanks from the
Brothers of Phi Kappa Tau
Bonnie -you're the greatest

Attention gjrl students Home
i iMa iiU k from Unlvereltj
tor 4 ►itrls lot Dec 15 through
Jane
Cell Betty Baker.
Newkwe Really 353-7381 or
1BMUI

Kor Sale (46 Triumph TR4A
!-xi eflenl condition Bwl ofNt
DtW $1000 Lot 8 Howard's
Trailer Court

Need Chemistry tutorer with
loads of patience Call Bre nda Need 1 male roommate for
winter and spring qtr 1 block
3M-7724
from campus. Call Bill 353MAI£ student with car to do 1591
odd jobs. I or 2 girls with car
to house clean Call 823-74*5 Needed 1 girl to share apt
Call 352-93M before 6
Mother's helper needed pan
time by faculty couple with WANTED Hammond B or C
small child References Call Model Organ - any year Ten
352-0830
1-4. 7-10. 353-9322

'13 Windsor, Excellent construction, skirted, on lot Ph.
fat-27*i Rudolph. Ohio

THE SKI CLUB

For SUV Primta Drain 8*1

tape plus limit) more extras
Hide needed to Buffalo tvt H
will share Expenses Fred 345 Call 354-7435 after 4 3D p in
Klhl 2-5651
Bee us foi ivniii cwfd INK
gold wedding bands Unique
Two need ride to Kurt Wayne Rifts from It
COMlMM
Fri. Nov. 6 Call 2-3012
VATAN'S I'M 8 Main
Hide available to NY. Conn
Leave Thins Call 352-0711

CAMPUSGOLD

'61 YAMAHA 125 Scrambler.
excellent condition. J32S. 35273507

EKtOtnl Condition 2 T T . 2
cymbal stand*, throne etc
Ride needed to U. Mas* Call 152 7351 ifttr 3 00 pill
i Anihersl I Nuv 13 WtU share
expenses fall 354-3352
For Sale'70 VW yellow >Ln-<

COUNSELING CENTER

Alpha Chi's
thank

On

a

T

Solution of Yesterday's Pestle

)

SPANISH CLUB

HYENA!
Tryouts for an AfroAmerican drama in dance and
song will be held from 7:30
p.m. to 9:30 p.m. in Room 105,
Hanna Hall, Nov. 4, 5 and 9.
Dancers, singers, drummers,
lighting technicians, make-up
artists, etc. may contact
Ronald l.omas at 414 South

a

Mllllll

1

t

Pt

college..
l-obnrro
items.
Verj much,
Melunges.
Mo- romp.
Marqiielte.
Spavins.
Corso
inonrx.

'

Works by student and
faculty composers at the
School of Music will be played
at 8:15 p.m. in Recital Hall. A
discussion will follow, and will
be moderated by Dr. Donald
M. Wilson.

■>

t

Peeress.

'

Hall or at 372-2033 between 10
a.m. and 11 a.m.

i

■

MoMHlitO.

iN,tl.i'

COMPOSERS' FORUM

command.

(.mill: ro!liH|.
Fictional

•■
T

SOCIOIAGY STUDENTS
UNDECIDED STUDENTS

international studies and
director of the Institute of
International Studies at the
University of South Carolina,
will give an overview of
Nationalist Chinese political
attitudes toward Taiwan,
Dr. Lung-chu Chen, a
native of Taiwan and research
associate at Yale Law School
will express the political views
of his homeland.
The China-Taiwan conference is the first of its kind
to be held at Bowling Green.

47 Schedules
21 Man of
(or action.
Teheran.
48 Repeals.
1 With 18-A.
28 Candle.
top NCOs.
52 Hcgion of
311 Misgiving.
Germany.
Ill Safe.
ii7 Queries.
31 Trimmed
53 Grape jelly.
11 Sleep like —.
61
away.
08 Wine out.
54
Seine
12 Winnie —
lift No. no!
32 Lake of
I'll.
features.
Finland.
55
With 39-A..
13
I'lunibuiu.
DOWN
33 Fun's
masterpiece.
21 Cotton
I Areca.
taR-alonK.
fabric.
5li Italian peak.
. Inter —.
23 Crewsroen.
3f> No place
9 Part of
57 Where the
for 29-A.
speech: abbr. 25Contented
CuyahoKa
4 II.ill..Isound.
4ii Excoriate.
flows.
5 Waif.
2(i With 41-1). 41 See 2C.-D.
58
t'pland lake.
i; Calculator,
"n —
43 School orfts, 59 Contretemps.
old style.
(prominent
45 TV's Jack.
fi2 Gihhon.
7 Riistefn VIP.
position I.
8 WWII

V.il

Key distribution is being held
in room. 310 o( the Student
Services building.
If you
haven't bought one yet you
still have time to sign up at the
Key office
Litilo Mary, look by some
keys at the house by the
windmill' Love in DZ. Your
Hit i'
CONORATl'l-ATIONS
Jackie. Debbie, Murna,
Shame & Kim on going active Chi O Love your Pledge
Sister
Congratulations to Barb
Hughes on your pinning and to
Mane Knstoff on your
engagement Delta Gamma
Pledges
SPONSORS your physical
beauty is surpassed only by
that of your spirit. SPECIAL
FORCES
Big Sandie. What a Bummer.
Gone 1 weekend and missed
your pinning, activation, beat
pledge & candle passing You
deserve it all Chi O Love &
Mine Bigs Uttle
Rock-Thu is the first I can
help you celebrate-! hope
there are many more.
Happy 22nd ! Carol.
To Karen thanks for being a
great sponsor It I love being
your AD Pi little L 1.1. Diane
TO my pledge sisters-winter
70 Just can't seem to find

\n PI "Big" ever! i & i

Unda
Lynnie- Two pins are belter
than one any day Best Wishes
to you and Jim. Cyndee

Ann congratulations on your
engagement We wish you end
Phil happiness always Ixnre
Your DZ Pledge sisters
I.ynandJim-FIREUP' l,ove
Sue
The Sigma Chi Pledges
Congratulate Tom lie Van on
being elected the neit Sigma
Chi President

Marsha and l.ynne-Welcome
to the family O PHI A love and
ours-Cyndee and Sharon

All seniors who have not sent
in a card to be scheduled for
senior picture for the Key
please stop in at our office to
make an appointment.

To a great BIG" blonde
bombshell from your "1JTTIJ-: Unker tot l«tt.

Congrats I .> nda and Jim on
your pinning
Love Ellen
* Holly

JAN: GladloSKthatyou'rra
iiM'tiilH-i ■•! one of the besl
lanillm' I. 4 I, Sla

B«h Wf Icomt lo Ihr family
O Phi A l«>f. Holly

Uttlel'ai Thai U»l clue «a»
really a winner' BiK Sla

Betty. I'm so glad lo have you
as a little Good luck This
Duarter I. « 1, BIG

Alphs Phi I'ledgu Thanks lor
the Great Time DU Pleojtii

WKASKI. Are you crajy?
WIT

Alpha Xi Pledges Lei's
shoobop again sometime.
Alpha Gam Pledges

Gamma Phi's thank the
Beta'a for the great Halloween
Party with the orphans

To big Connie Happiness is
having an AD PI Big Sis like
vou Thanks for everything I.
it 1. Little Jan

To the person who removed
the green lu-speed achwinn
from the East porch of the Life
Sc Hl.lg Thursday: Please
park it in the rack in front of
Kodgers Quad; no questions
asked

Ann T. - Thanks for the
Halloween surprise,..It was
great!! DZ Love. Judy
SUMMER EUROPE $187
CAMPUS REPRESENTATIVEiJ-opportuniUes for
students A educ. staff of your
University or Univ. group to
obtain low-cost travel lo
Europe Round trip prices as
low as 8187 for minimum
group of 40. Call: Urn-Travel
Corp.. Transatlantic Airlines
A*ent |«17t 5*90217 12 Pine St
Swampacott. Mass 01907
Kalhy. I'm really excited to
have you for my Big. You're
the greatest!! L • L Betty
Big Linda Loat L It L Little
Heather
Congratulations Pudge 4 Jim
on your pinning. Love Mitch
Congrats. DZ's on your tie
football game with DU C
team. DU SIX PAK
To a guy who did. But should
have wished he hadn't.
Condolences; Larry, Rich and
Fred
THE MAGICAL MYSTERY
TOUR IS soil WAITING TO
TAKE YOU AWAY!
Sheery, you're a great little
and I'm glad you're part of the
family. L 4 L Judy

have something to say?
mN*»-M-*M*M •M*?lti*^»JW^Ik*AV**»

MARLENE
DIXON
SPEAKING
"THE
LIBERATION OF QUEBEC 3
p.nr.S-S FORUM FRI. NOV.
6
If you can't make news, write
It. Join The News Staff
Come Grow with us. Call 22081 Counseling Center 3D
Student Services
Tired of getting the runaround. Get your car tuned IV
repaired by someone who
knows what it is like. BB4H
Motion Performance RT. 199
ARt 6.9I1U F of BG 287-3265
Owned & Operated by BG
Alum
Gamma Phi's congratulate
Sherri on her Kappa Sig
Engagement
Sue-1 in the happiest baby
lion in the den 'cause you're
my big? LlaLlilNanc
Thanks Gamma Phis and Phi
Mu's for a great party and
breakfast. The Phi's
Congrats Larry 4 Kay on your
pinning and Rick and Cheryl
on your laveuering Your ZK
Brothers
The Phi's thank the DU s far a
terrific party

classifieds—
what a way to
sand a massage
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End Vietnam reconnaissance

USAF Squadron to disband
SAIGON (AP) - The VS.
Air Force's 45th Tactical
Reconnaissance Squadron is
being disbanded and its 20
RF101 VooDoo Jets will be
reassigned to Air National
Guard units in the United
States, the U.S. Command

announced yesterday.
It is the first reconnaissance squadron to be
deactivated in Vietnam.
The command refused to
say to which guard units the
planes would go. Informed
sources said the information

McCormack declares
unemployment at 6%
WASHINGTON (AP) House Speaker John W.
McCormack has added to
Democratic election complaints about the economy
with the declaration that
unemployment has reached
six per cent.
He had no source for the
figure, which a Labor
Department spokesman said
was not scheduled to be
released until Nov. 6.
The spokesman said of
McCormack: "He must be a
seer because we don't have
the figure ourselves yet."
McCormack,
(D-Mass.)
said in his statement Monday:
"I am confident voters will
see through the mediasmothering tactics of the
Republican effort to play on
fears, and will vote on the real
issues before the country.
"What is needed is less
politics, less appeals to fears
and emotions by this administration and more use of
the measures to combat
crime, inflation and unemployment which Congress has

passed and sent to the White
House," he said.
The Labor Department
said the new figure is still
being tabulated, but some
Democrats have charged it is
being held until after today's
elections.
In answer, the department
released a fact sheet which it
wasi showed that in the past 10
years, October unemployment
figures had been released only
twice before elections and, in
both cases, elections were
later than Nov. 3.
In 1962, the figures appeared Oct. 31 and elections
were Nov. 6. In 1956 the report
came out Nov. 4, when elections were on Nov. 1.
The fact sheet said the
figures are always collected
on a week containing the 12th
of the month.
Processing
takes two weeks, and the
actual release date after that
can vary as much as a week.
This year's October report
has been scheduled for Nov. 6
for almost a year, the fact
sheet said.

funds to elections

COMittM ■■■•!
b.sf-drtss.d ■•■
ii lowliif Grtti
Bowling Green has announced its "best-dressed"
list of 1970.
The winners are:
Ashel Bryan, president of
the First National Bank;
Terry Waltz, director and
manager of WAWR radio;
Paul Ladd, city councilman;
Ed Ward, assistant to the vice
president of student affairs,
and James Crone, athletic
promotion director.
The men were chosen on
all-around best-dressed
quality, following the seven
requirements for a welldressed gentleman, which
include wearing a hat. They
were picked by an anonymous
committee from a field of men
who work an eight-hour day.
This is the first time this
has been done in Bowling
Green, according to Doug
Madar, manager of Nichol's
Clothiers which sponsored the
contest.
The five winners will serve
as a panel next year to make
this an annual event, he said.
Nichol's has awarded the
five best-dressed men with
gift certificates, and each will
receive a gold-trumpeteer key
chain bearing the title "Best
Dressed Man for 1970."

American air base being
turned over to the Vietnamese
in its entirety.
In Washington, the Defense
Department rushed out
Monday night, the eve of U.S.
congressional elections, a
report that
about 30
Americans were killed In
cambat last week, the lowest
weekly death toll in five years.
Normally the weekly
casualties are not announced
until Thursday.
Battlefield action across
Indochina was again reported
light and scattered.
North Vietnamese troops
opened fire on a unit of the
U.S. 25th Infantry Division's
2nd Brigade 36 miles northeast of Saigon, killing one
American and wounding two
in the 10-minute attack.
The U.S. Command also
reported that an Army UHl
helicopter crashed Monday
from unknown causes in the
Mekong Delta 22 miles southwest of Saigon, killing four
Americans.
South
Vietnamese
headquarters
announced

completion of a two-day
operation Just inside Cambodia 100 miles west of Saigon.
Headquarters claimed 43
North Vietnamese and Viet
Cong killed and said four
South Vietnamese were
wounded.
Heavy artillery fire waa
heard in Phnom Penh as
Cambodian guns opened up on
North Vietnamese and Viet
Cong attacking a patrol 10
miles northeast of the capital.
There was no word of the
result.
Military weather
forecasters warned of a new
storm heading toward South
Vietnam's coastline, which
has been battered by two
typhoons and a lesser tropical
storm in the past two weeks.
Rivers and streams in
South Vietnam's five northernmost provinces have just
returned to normal after the
worst floods in six years. The
unofficial death toll today rose
to 211, Including 193 Vietnamese, seven American
servicemen and 11 South!
Koreans.
I

Canadian government
cuts police powers

OTTAWA (AP) - The
Canadian government moved
yesterday
toward
less
sweeping police powers
despite lack of success in the
search for kidnaped British
diplomat James R. Cross.
Rewards of $150,000 were
offered for his abductors and
the terrorists who kidnaped
and killed Quebec Labor
Minister Pierre Laporte.
Justice Minister John
Turner
introduced
in
More than half the $62,000 Parliament on Monday a bill
raised by the Securities In- to replace the War Measures
dustry Campaign Committee Act, which suspends most civil
remained on election eve to be rights and gives police extensive search and detention
disbursed.
The disclosure was made powers.
Prime Minister Pierre
Monday, and followed by two
days an announcement the Elliott Trudeau invoked the
Justice Department is in- act on Oct. 16 with general
vestigating political con- parliamentary support, but
tributions by the banking the opposition Conservative
party has stepped up criticism
industry,
A report filed w'th recently.
The replacement act,
Congress Saturday showed a
bankers' fund has given more which would expire on April
than $40,000 to senators and 30, is a "very substantial
House members involved with improvement" over the War
a pending bill on bank Measures Act, said Conservative leader Robert
regulation.
The Corrupt Practices Act Stanfield.
outlaws political contributions
by national banks, corporations and labor unions.
All the brokerage firms
contributing to the campaign
fund are partnerships, except
Dean Witter & Co., a San
Francisco corporation,
A spokesman for Witter
The University Theatre
said its $5,000 donation to the
fund was handled through a will present "Two for the
partnership account separate Seesaw," a play written by
William Gibson, as its third
from corporate funds.
The New York brokerage major production of the
season.
firms contributing to the fund
The cast consists of only
have declined comment.
The fund reported con- two people-Steve Carr as
Jerry Ryan and Sandra Singer
tributing
$27,784
to as
Gittel Mosca.
congressional candidates
Mrs. Jann Graham-Glann,
through last Wednesday, with
instructor in speech at the
nearly $35,000 on hand.
Sometimes the fund delays University, is directing the
its contributions until after the
election.

Brokers contribute
WASHINGTON (AP) Taking advantage of a
loophole in the federal Corrupt
Practices Act, at least eight
stock brokerage houses have
contributed $5,000 each to a
fund for congressional candidates, including several who
must pass on financial
legislation.

was withheld so congressmen
from the states affected could
make the announcements and
get the publicity.
Deactivation
of
the
squadron will reduce U.S.
strength in Vietnam by 60C
airmen and will leave five
squadrons of the 45th Tactical
Reconnaissance Wing, the
parent unit, at Saigon's Tan
Son Nhut air base. American
reconnaissance flights are
continuing over North Vietnam despite the halt in the
bombing there two years ago.
Continuing the 40,000 men
troup cutback President
Nixon has ordered by the end
of the year, the U.S. Command
also reported that another
infantry battalion from the
25th Division has been pulled
out of the redeployment of two
brigades of the division.
Informed sources said an
Army helicopter squadron of
31 UHl Hueys and the Soc
Trang air base in the Mekong
Delta will be turned over to
the South Vietnamese air
force at ceremonies today.
Soc Trang is the first

The proposed legislation
would cut from three weeks to
three days the maximum time
a suspect could be held
without charge unless the
provincial attorney general
extended the limit to one
week.
It also provides that an
arrested person may have
immediate access to a lawyer
and says that a person cannot
be charged as a member of the
outlawed Quebec Liberation
Front (FLQ) unless he has
attended several meetings.
Under the War Measures Act,
attendance at one FLQ
meeting could result in a fiveyear prison term.
The FLQ claims responsibility for kidnaping Cross,
the British trade commissioner in Montreal, on Oct.
5 and Laporte five days later.
Laporte's body was found on
Oct. 17 and police discovered a
note from Cross 12 hours later,
but the Briton has not been
heard from since. Police say
they assume he still is alive.
Police have arrested 423
persons in Quebec Province
and still hold 118. but they are

Gibson comedy
to be produced
by theatre group
production.
The play will open Wednesday, Nov. 11 in the Joe E.
Brown Theatre in University
Hall and will run through
Sunday, Nov. 15.
Curtain time for all performances is 8 p.m. Tickets
are available at the box office
in University Hall from 11
a.m. to 3:30 p.m. dally and at 7
p.m. on performance nights.

still searching for two men
charged with both kidnapings
and three others charged with
conspiracy.
Quebec Justice Minister
Jerome Choquette said the
province and Canada are
offering $75,000 for the
"kidnapers or murderers" of
Laporte and another $75,000
for information about Cross'
abductors.
Choquette said
informers would be protected.
He also announced that an old
government offer still stands
to provide safe conduct to
Cuba in exchange for Cross'
life.

Aaa.clat.el Pf«Bi Wlrepheto

EDWARD, DUKE of Clarence, once heir to the throne of England, is
Jack the Ripper, the mysterious man who killed at least five and
probably 20 prostitutes in 19th century London, hints Thomas
Stowell, surgeon and respected British author. Edward, Duke of
Clarence, hand on sword, dressed in a military uniform for this
portrait in the early 1880's.

ENGLISH MAJORS
Nominate Qualified Fellow Majors
To Serve On Departmental
Central Advisory Committee
Return

Nominations To Student Services 405
No Later Than Nov. 9

TOP
VALUE
With

Coupon
Below

Open Mon. thru Sat.
9 a.m. to 9 p.m.
Sunday
10 a.m. to 6 p.m.
PRICES GOOD THRU SAT NOV. 7, 1970

March
of Dimes
MEL-O-SOFT

STUDENTS:

White Bread

WHAT: S.E.A. Meeting

^c

WHEN: Wednesday November 4, 1970
TIME: 7:00 P.M.
WHERE: Ohio Suite in the Union
CONCERNING: The Toledo Teachers Strike

Why was there a strike?
What was involved?
Come and discover!!

RED DELICIOUS

1. A DATE WITH JOJO. THE DOG
PACEO BOY
2. AN ARTICHOKE HEART AND/OR
LIVER
J. THE UNUSED PORTION OF EUROPE
4 AN INCREDIBLE A.' X IS" CIRCUS
POSTER IN FULL COLOR FEATURING
CAPTAIN MAX BOROINI (PICTUREO HERE) AND MORE
THAN A DOZEN OTHER ACTS SO SENSELESS THBY HAVE
BEEN PERFORMED ONLY ONCE
COMPLETE DETAILS AND BOXTOPS WILL BE FOUND
CONVENIENTLY ATTACHED TO THE BRAND NEW
SCREAMING YELLOW ZONKERS BOX WHICH I*
COVERED WITH BRAND NEW CRAZY WRITING.
OVALTINf rOOO PNOMJCTS ■ VILLA AAIM.

f.t.t.f.l.t.t.t.t.t.M.t.f.t.M.t.t.M.t.f.f.T.f.t.f.f.f,
VALUABLE COUPON

■_ WITH COUPON AND $6 PURCHASE OR MORE
SPOTLIGHT

Bean Coffee
1 LB.
BAG

59*

LIMIT 1

COUPON EXPIRES SAT.. NOV. 7,1970
LIMIT ONE COUPON PER CUSTOMER

wDlect to applicable state 4 Local Seles Tax

5--$i Apples W9<
,t.t,f.».f.t.f.».».*.f;*.».T.f.».».?.».f,».f.f.f.?.f.f.».».»,

VALUABLE

COUPON

©

WITH COUPON AND PURCHASE OF ANY|
"«" WF.STINGHOUSE LIGHT BULBS

GW Sugar
5 BAB0 FREE

LIMIT 1

COUPON EXPIRES SAT..NOV. 7 1970
LIMIT ONE COUPON RER CUSTOMEH
HI Meet to Applicable Statt 1 Local Salai Ta»
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Booters zap

Bunts 'n' Punts
ByVUManix
Assistant Sport. Editor
Kickoff was still several
minutes away, and we were
watching the crowd take their
■eats, when this bin welldressed guy sat down next to
me In the press box.
I didn't recognize him from
any of Bowling Green's
previous home games, so
taking him to be one of "their"
sportswriters I asked him if he
was from Marshall.
He said he wasn't, so then I
introduced myself, and stuck
out my hand.
"I'm Lou Groia," he
replied, swallowing my hand
in his.
"Well, I uuhh...guess you
ain't from Marshall then,
huh," I said, pulling my size
nine and a half out of my
mouth.
Once I managed to get it
out I found that Lou, a part
time scout for the Browns,
was here by chance.
Back at Bowling Green foi
the first time in nearly II
years, he had seen the
Bowling Green-Western
Michigan game films, and
likes what he saw in Phil
Villapiano's performance thai
afternoon against the Broncos. Though he wasn't
causing half a dozen fumbles,
and making four times as
many tackles against Marshall, Phil came through with
a few good looking hits on the
opposite (from him) side of
the field. Marshall was a right
handed offense, and Phil
played to their left, so whether
they ran away from him by
habit or by game plan, he
didn't get a chance to put on a
show for the man sitting next
to me.
What Lou did notice about
Phil were things Uke, He isn't
too big in the legs, Is he?",
and "he's going to need more
weight to play defensive end in
our league."
Lou also commented that
Joe Shocklee "could use two
or three inches" of height on
his 6-1, 240 pound frame, but
he "had the quickness" to
make a pro guard.
The biggest thing that
Impressed Lou was the layout
of the athletic facilities at
Bowling Green.
"I can't get over how much
things have changed since I
was here last," he said. "You
people have got a beautiful
setup here."

tradition."
Reld hails from a small
town in Ohio called Newton
This season the freshman Falls, where he earned Allfootball team is enjoying the Iieagure honors two years
progress of two excellent straight.
The 5-11, 180quarterbacks. New coach Ron poundpasser Is a good runner
Chismar's fighting Falcons and throws with pinpoint
have already ripped two control. Lamport came to
conference teams under Bowling Green country also on
these two exciting passers, a full grant-in-ald because he
Kent State, 33-7, and Toledo, liked the coaching staff and
69-12.
the school's winning record.
The two young signalcallers who are at the control
Coach Chlsmar in exof the potent offense, that has pressing and praising his two
scored 102 points are Joe passer's stated that both Joe
Babies and Reid Lamport. and Reid have good football
Babies who played at Canton sense, and they are excellent
McKlnley, led his team to a 9-1 competitors. In comparing
season and 4th position in the the two one will find they have
State Rankings. Joe is 5-11, strong arms, good speed,
and 175-pounds and a master quickness, and natural
at faking and his knowledge of athletic ability.
the game helped earn him AllThen Coach Chismar
City and 1st team Ail- pointed out that Joe has an
American Conference honors advantage because he went to
while at McKlnley. He came a larger school and he knows
to Bowling Green on full- the system. Reid on the other
grant-in-aid because as he hand attended a smaller
puts it "The school has the school but is also catching on
reputation of a winning and improving rapidly.
Sport* Writer

By Joe Burchlck
Sports Writer

M.w»Uo by Jl- Fl.dl.

UPROOTING A QUARTERBACK is a mild way to describe Phil
Villapiano's method of assault on opposing ball carriers like
Marshall QB Bob Harris (12). That is, if Rich Duetemyer (64),
Jack McKenzle (63) or another Falcon masher doesn't get to him
first.

¥*#
All the howling, and
shouting, and toilet paper
throwing by Bowling Green's
student fans might also have
had something to do with
screwing up Marshall in the
game's frenzied final quarter,
and head coach Don Nehlen,
and his bunch ate every bit of
it up.
"That was a tremendous
performance by our fans, and
it really helped us," said
Nehlen. "The way we came
back against Marshall shows
what kind of a team we have in
spite of our record, but the
crowd we had behind us
deserves credit too, and I
thank them."

Frosh have two ace qb's
By Kenny White

Toledo, 5-0

You know that line you
hear from defensive linemen
wanting to get a"plece of the
quarterback"? Well, a piece
of Marshall's BUI Harris was
all defensive tackle Jack
McKenzle got on a play which
set up the herd's last touchdown.
The situation was third and
thirteen, and Marshall had the
ball on tne Bowling Green 32.
Harris had Just gotten the
snap, and was setting up to
pass when McKenzle burst
Into Marshall's backfield,
grabbing the quarterback by
the collar.
"I tried to throw him down,
but he was still moving, so I
swung him toward Phil
(VUlapiano)," said Jack. "He
went for him, but missed, and
then Harris tore away from
me, and I had a piece of his
Jersey."
As often happens on these
flukey plays when you feel like
closing your eyes, Harris
rolled left, and threw to one of
his backs for a 19 yard gain,
and a first down on the Falcon
14, from where they scored a
play later.
"I was sick until we won,
because I felt responsible for
that," he said.
Even after Stu Shestina's
winning field goal, McKenzle
and his defensive mates still
had to contain the squirrel-like
Marshall offense for the last
minute of the game.
"We kept reminding each
other about Toledo last year,
and since we knew they had to
throw, we put on a good pass
rush and got to him," said
Jack.

The score on the board
read Falcons S - Visitors 0,
after yesterday's soccer game
with Toledo University, but it
wasn't declared official until
minutes later, as the BG
soccer squad took their home
finale and their first MAC win
of the season.
With the final seconds
being ticked and counted off,
Eric Seldin booted a goal into
the TU net as the horn sounded The officials ruled that
the goal counted but the
Rocket coach protested that
the goal was scored after the
horn sounded. He argued
there was s delay between the
counting of the final second
and the sounding of the horn
from the scorer's table.
A big discussion ensued
and after about IS minutes
deliberation between the
official scorer, the officials
and the respective soccer
coaches, the goal was ruled
good giving BG the 5-0 win
Instead of 4-0.
Doug Gilmore assisted on
the final controversial goal.
Bowling Green wasted
little time in the game as they
scored their first goal of the
contest at 3:25 of the initial
stanza on a freak play. With
the Falcons granted a corner
kick, Mike Kamienski booted
the ball towards the center of
the TU net. The ball bounced
off the goalie and bounded into
the net for the goal.
Later in the same period,

Dave DyminsU on an assist
from Don Gable kicked one in,
raising the count to 2-0.
Dyminski's goal came at 9:15
of the period.
Coming out for the second
half, the local boys continued

to pressure the TU squad. Don
Gable put BG ahead 34 with
an unassisted goal at 6:40 of
the third. Kamienski at 15:38
of the same period added
another goal raising the count
to 4-0. Ed Marseman assisted
• "•Play.

MAC back of the week

Pittman fourth player honored
For the third straight
week, a Bowling Green
University football player has
been honored by the MidAmerican Conference as the
"player of the week."
Wlngback Billy Pittman
earned the designation as
offensive player of the week
while Toledo linebacker Tony
Baltes was named the best
defense man.
Publicity has been piled on
the 5-8 162 pound sophomore
higher and higher as the
season has progressed and
this award, though not the
pinnacle of success, is at least
a peak. Much has been said
about Pittman being "Mr.
Excitement" and his rise from
walk-on to standout, but coach
Don Nehlen Is perhaps Billy's
biggest booster.
"We wouldn't have won the
Marshall game without Billy's
all-around ability and love for
the game," said Nehlen. As a
sophomore, he is still learning
and gets better every week.
His best quality is courage."
Hardly any Falcon player
gets knocked around more
than Pittman, but nobody
seems to pick himself up any
faster either. Being a kickoff
and punt return man tends to
be suicidal sometimes and
running look-in patterns Into
two or three kamikaze-minded
defensive backs isn't the
safest Job around either.
Pittman must have seemed
like a "Thundering Herd" all
by himself to Marshall last
Saturday, side-stepping,
straight-arming and sprinting

A FANTASTIC TRIP!
Ski 16 days in Val D'lsere, France for $361.90 (total price)
Price Includes:
Kound trip from Detroit plus transfers
Unlimited ski lift priveledges
Full day excursions to other resorts
Lodging with private facilities
FREE ski lessons
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CHARGING INTO the picture frame and
also into the goal area is BG's Warren
Heede, who pulled the hat trick ( 3 goals)
in the recent 4-1 win over Ohio State.

past them, not to mention
scooping up fumbles on the
bounce.
Pittman returned five
kickoffs for 107 yards, caught
11 passes for 151 yards and
carried the ball five times for
60 yards.
34 of the yards came on a
counter play in which Billy
dashed up the left sideline for
the touchdown which made
the score 17-13 Marshall, but
got the Falcons back in the
ballgame early In the second
half.
A panel of sports writers
and broadcasters also considered Fred Blosser of Kent
State, Tim Fortney of Miami,
Steve Skiver of Ohio
University, Chuck Ealey of
Toledo and John Geiger of
Western Michigan on offense.
Other defensive players
considered were Handy
Lampleyof Kent State, Al
Maghes of Miami and Greg
Igaz of Western Michigan.

Womons field
hockey teams
sweep Dayton
On Saturday Bowling
Green's A, and B women's
field hockey teams defeated
the University of Dayton, 6-0
and 8-0, respectively. For the
A team, the goals were scored
by Connie Clark, Mary Ann
Kelling, Janis Taylor, and
Tina Stillwagon. For the B
team, Karen Baker and Shelly
Clark provided the offensive
punch.
Bowling Green also fared
well
against
Central
Michigan, the week before, as
the A team won 2-1, the B team
lost 3-1, and the C team tied.
The present season records
are: A team 2-1; B team 2-1;
and C team 04-1.

FALCON BACKS Billy Pittman (above) and Ik* Wright (below)
dash right to left against Marshall, but both are going the right
way, away from their white-uniformed pursuers.

4?
sporrs

Re/ax over a game of pool
and meet your frmndt

For further information como to Ski Club
Mooting on Thursday, 6:00p.m.,

in the Kreischer poolroom.

115 Education Building
or call Al Goldstein 352-0150

DAILY - 2PM TO 11:45PM

